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Business NatureBusiness Nature

�� CipherLabCipherLab Authorized HK & Authorized HK & 
Macau Sole AgencyMacau Sole Agency

�� GodexGodex Authorized HK & Macau Authorized HK & Macau 
Sole AgencySole Agency

�� UcomUcom Authorized HK & Macau Authorized HK & Macau 
Sole AgencySole Agency

�� Authorized HK & Macau Authorized HK & Macau 
distributordistributor

�� HoneywellHoneywell

�� CinoCino

�� PromagPromag

�� TeleeyeTeleeye



CipherLabCipherLab

Authorized Hong Kong & Macau Sole AgencyAuthorized Hong Kong & Macau Sole Agency

(Over 10 years)(Over 10 years)



CipherLabCipherLab
CP30 3.5G Mobile TerminalCP30 3.5G Mobile Terminal

��AdvantagesAdvantages

��User benefits and featuresUser benefits and features

��Accessories and packagingAccessories and packaging

��Software Support Software Support 

��FAQFAQ



Fast-moving retail
When time and location are critical

Fast-moving logistics
Where portability and ruggedness count

Fast-moving transportation applications
Where flexibility and adaptability are required

Fast-moving Express Services
You need a powerful, mobile software-based AIDC solution



AdvantagesAdvantages
Fast to learn, easy to use

Familiar, Ergonomic PDA form factor (160*66*28 mm)Familiar, Ergonomic PDA form factor (160*66*28 mm)

3.23.2”” QVGA (320X240) TFT Color LCDQVGA (320X240) TFT Color LCD

––Easier to see and interpret data Easier to see and interpret data 

TransflectiveTransflective screen screen 

––Easy to read inside or outsideEasy to read inside or outside

Multiple alerts for accurate data captureMultiple alerts for accurate data capture

Visual (LED) , auditory (Speaker) and touch alerts (Vibrator)Visual (LED) , auditory (Speaker) and touch alerts (Vibrator)

3.2M camera with Auto focus3.2M camera with Auto focus

Support 1D  or 2D  BarcodeSupport 1D  or 2D  Barcode



Tough and hardTough and hard--workingworking

•• Rugged by design for mobile Rugged by design for mobile 
work environmentswork environments

•• Meets IP42 specificationsMeets IP42 specifications
http://http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_ratingen.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_rating

•• Survives multiple 1.2m drops Survives multiple 1.2m drops 
to concreteto concrete

•• Survives 1,000 100cm Survives 1,000 100cm 
tumbles testtumbles test



Wireless data and voice communicationsWireless data and voice communications

Bluetooth 2.1Bluetooth 2.1

IEEE 802.11 IEEE 802.11 b/gb/g CCX V4 CCX V4 

compliancecompliance

GPRS/EDGE QuadGPRS/EDGE Quad--bandband

HSDPA 7.2Mbps 3.5GHSDPA 7.2Mbps 3.5G

GPS/AGPS supportedGPS/AGPS supported



USER BENEFIT: USER BENEFIT: 

Flexible data capture, multiple reader Flexible data capture, multiple reader 

optionsoptions

1D or 2D barcodes options1D or 2D barcodes options



Photographic capture Photographic capture 

3.2M Smart Camera3.2M Smart Camera
–– BuiltBuilt--in LED flash and lightin LED flash and light

–– Captures highCaptures high--resolution photosresolution photos

–– AutoAuto--FocusFocus

–– Use for task completion, Use for task completion, 

complaint/damage validation, complaint/damage validation, 

market analysismarket analysis



Touch screen for versatile data entryTouch screen for versatile data entry

Input data by writing on Input data by writing on 

screen or tapping onscreen or tapping on--

screen keyboardscreen keyboard

Screen captures signatures Screen captures signatures 

for instant proof of deliveryfor instant proof of delivery



Multiple signals ensure accurate data Multiple signals ensure accurate data 

capturecapture

Reduce errors in any environmentReduce errors in any environment

Hear Hear 
–– Adjustable volume for wave filesAdjustable volume for wave files

–– Programmable buzzer for instant feedbackProgrammable buzzer for instant feedback

SeeSee
–– Blue LEDBlue LED: : WLAN/BT power indicatorWLAN/BT power indicator

–– Green LEDGreen LED: : complete charge/good readcomplete charge/good read

–– Red LEDRed LED: : charging indicatorcharging indicator

FeelFeel
–– Programmable vibratorProgrammable vibrator



Bluetooth Class 2Bluetooth Class 2

Wireless range 10 meters minimumWireless range 10 meters minimum

Seamless connection to peripherals: beltSeamless connection to peripherals: belt--clip printer or clip printer or 
headsetheadset

Bluetooth connection to cell phone for data transmission via Bluetooth connection to cell phone for data transmission via 
dialdial--up access when out of range of Wiup access when out of range of Wi--Fi hotspots and Fi hotspots and 
unable get access to a telephone line.unable get access to a telephone line.



Applications



Global Positioning System

�� GPS functionality enables powerful business class GPS functionality enables powerful business class 

locationlocation--based applicationsbased applications

�� Typical applications areTypical applications are

–– Navigation servicesNavigation services

–– Bread crumbingBread crumbing

–– Asset trackingAsset tracking

–– GeoGeo--fencingfencing

–– GeoGeo--codingcoding



Navigation ServicesNavigation Services

BenefitsBenefits
•• Decrease Decrease ““lost timelost time”” for onfor on--time service time service 

and improved customer satisfactionand improved customer satisfaction

•• Reduce fuel costs Reduce fuel costs –– no wasted fuel searching for locationsno wasted fuel searching for locations

•• Access realAccess real--time traffic updatestime traffic updates

•• Eliminate need for paper maps Eliminate need for paper maps –– accurate directions accurate directions 

are determined quickly and safelyare determined quickly and safely

Voice prompts keep driverVoice prompts keep driver’’s eyes on roads eyes on road

Use-Case

• CP30 establishes vehicle location via GPS

• Dynamically determines best route to destination 
and provides turn-by-turn navigation instructions.



Bread CrumbingBread Crumbing**

UseUse--CaseCase
�� CP30 GPS receiver collects travel history of vehicles or personnCP30 GPS receiver collects travel history of vehicles or personnel. el. 

�� A A ““breadcrumbbreadcrumb”” trail of GPS points captured and analyzed.trail of GPS points captured and analyzed.

Benefits

• Document and verify actual stops made on route

• Identify improvements/efficiencies by analyzing actual routes taken

–Reduce unnecessary fuel usage and vehicle wear 

–Add more stops per day by streamlining driver travel

• Identify and eliminate out-of-route travel



Asset TrackingAsset Tracking

UseUse--CaseCase
�� CP30 GPS receiver identifies asset location CP30 GPS receiver identifies asset location 

�� 3.5G radio broadcasts information at fixed intervals 3.5G radio broadcasts information at fixed intervals 
over a cellular wireless networkover a cellular wireless network

�� Dispatchers receive and manage continually updated Dispatchers receive and manage continually updated 
location of vehicles / personnel on a computerized location of vehicles / personnel on a computerized 
map at a central locationmap at a central location

Benefits
• Real-time visibility of field assets, ability to 

deploy assets more efficiently 

>Able to coordinate quicker responses to calls or tasks

>Optimal routing of drivers based on proximity to the service location

>Improved customer service and increased revenues

Wireless



GeoGeo--FencingFencing

UseUse--CaseCase
�� GeoGeo--fencing creates a virtual boundary around a geographic area  fencing creates a virtual boundary around a geographic area  

�� Assets carrying the CP30 GPS tracked when entering or exiting arAssets carrying the CP30 GPS tracked when entering or exiting areaea

This can be recognized as an event with traceability to which deThis can be recognized as an event with traceability to which device has entered/ vice has entered/ 

exited the area, the date and time of the event and the present exited the area, the date and time of the event and the present location of the asset. location of the asset. 

BenefitsBenefits
�� Accurate monitoring of travel inside or outside preAccurate monitoring of travel inside or outside pre--determined areadetermined area

�� Automatically keeps assets within or outside of an areaAutomatically keeps assets within or outside of an area

Crossing the fence line can be trigger a business process such aCrossing the fence line can be trigger a business process such as tracking time spent s tracking time spent 
outside of the area or an alarm to the dispatch center outside of the area or an alarm to the dispatch center 



GeoGeo--CodingCoding

UseUse--CaseCase
�� CP30 GPS logs location of assets and/or execution of a serviceCP30 GPS logs location of assets and/or execution of a service

�� Information can be recalled for location of assets or validationInformation can be recalled for location of assets or validation of service of service 

at any timeat any time

Benefits

• Enables validation that a service was rendered

• Logs the location of assets placed in the field

• Identification of landmarks or points of commerce

• Geo-coded items can be used to initiate a secondary business process

–When in proximity of a location, execute a specific activity



Broad range of accessories Broad range of accessories 

support the usersupport the user’’s application s application 

Charging and 
communication cradle

USB • RS232 • Ethernet 

Earphone 

Protective cover

21

Vehicle cradle

Rechargeable 
Battery

protective cover 
with belt



PackagingPackaging

�� Standard CP30 package includesStandard CP30 package includes

–– Mobile TerminalMobile Terminal

–– 2700 2700 mAhmAh LiLi--ion batteryion battery

–– 1616--pin to USB charging and pin to USB charging and 

communication cablecommunication cable

–– Power supply with universal adapter Power supply with universal adapter 

(USA, UK, EU, and AU plugs)(USA, UK, EU, and AU plugs)

–– Utility CDUtility CD

–– Quick start guideQuick start guide



Tools for easyTools for easy--toto--develop develop 

applicationsapplications

�� Robust software development kitRobust software development kit
–– CipherLabCipherLab C++/.NET DLLC++/.NET DLL

–– SDK SDK 

–– Visual Studio 2005, Visual Studio 2008Visual Studio 2005, Visual Studio 2008

* Item 1 & 2 are free provided by CipherLab; 
Item 3 need to purchase from Microsoft’s distribution channel



Tools for easyTools for easy--toto--develop develop 

applicationsapplications

�� Integrated software utilities and Integrated software utilities and 
development toolsdevelopment tools
–– Application managerApplication manager

–– AutoRunAutoRun

–– Backup utilityBackup utility

–– Reader configuration: Barcode and RFIDReader configuration: Barcode and RFID

–– GSM dialerGSM dialer

–– GPS viewerGPS viewer

–– Image makerImage maker

–– Screen controlScreen control

–– Key assignmentKey assignment



Case Study 
Windows Based PDA



Appendix: Appendix: 

Customer reference applicationsCustomer reference applications
• Logistic—Brazil Post Office

• Agriculture—Wens Poultry Farm

• Utility—GuiYang Power Company

• Warehousing—Aurora AO Furniture

• Law Enforcement—DoDo Home



Brazil Brazil 

Post Post 

OfficeOffice

Distributor: Distributor: CompexCompex

Application: Application: Mail and parcel logistic controlMail and parcel logistic control

End user: End user: Brazil Post Office (ECT)Brazil Post Office (ECT)

Solution: Solution: 4000 units of 9400 + WLAN + 2D imager4000 units of 9400 + WLAN + 2D imager

The Brazil Post Office (ECT),
operated by the Ministry of 
Communications, is the 
country’s largest employer, 
with 110,000 employees.  



The ChallengeThe Challenge
The post office was using batch HHP portable The post office was using batch HHP portable 
terminals running a Java application to manage terminals running a Java application to manage 
shipments in the regional Distribution Center.   shipments in the regional Distribution Center.   

Each task is uploaded to the terminal, allowing the Each task is uploaded to the terminal, allowing the 
operator to make the correct mail separation and operator to make the correct mail separation and 
shipment assignment. To finish the process, the operator synchroshipment assignment. To finish the process, the operator synchronizes data nizes data 
to a database server, enabling the system to process and displayto a database server, enabling the system to process and display shipment shipment 
status.status.

In 2008, the Brazil Post Office planned an onIn 2008, the Brazil Post Office planned an on--line tracking system to line tracking system to 
improved customer service. New terminals were required that woulimproved customer service. New terminals were required that would provide d provide 
realreal--time data. time data. 

Brazil Post Office Brazil Post Office 



The Application and The Application and 

EnvironmentEnvironment
�� NationwideNationwide

�� Terminal is used in Terminal is used in 
regional regional 
distribution centers in 28 distribution centers in 28 
Brazilian states for Brazilian states for 
shipment tasksshipment tasks

�� IndoorIndoor

�� Software functions:Software functions:
–– Receiving and SendingReceiving and Sending

–– CheckingChecking

–– Internal and external Internal and external 
DistributionDistribution

–– CollectionCollection



Terminal Used in Terminal Used in CorreiosCorreios

�� HHP HHP –– Dolphin 7300Dolphin 7300

�� Windows CE 3.0 Batch TerminalWindows CE 3.0 Batch Terminal

�� Application developed in Java LanguageApplication developed in Java Language

–– Connection to system via Cradle Connection to system via Cradle -- EthernetEthernet

�� Main Problem Faced:Main Problem Faced:

–– MaintenanceMaintenance

�� High CostHigh Cost

�� Long Lead Time Long Lead Time 



The ApplicationThe Application
�� The Post Office worked with batch portable terminals with The Post Office worked with batch portable terminals with 

Java application to manage tasks in the regional distribution Java application to manage tasks in the regional distribution 

centers. centers. 

�� The task was uploaded to terminal allowing the operator toThe task was uploaded to terminal allowing the operator to

–– Implement separation and shipment assignmentImplement separation and shipment assignment

–– Synchronize data to Data BaseSynchronize data to Data Base

–– Display the shipment status on system. Display the shipment status on system. 

–– Organize shipments among regions and to determine the total Organize shipments among regions and to determine the total 

shipments that a postman is supposed to deliver.shipments that a postman is supposed to deliver.



Brazil Post OfficeBrazil Post Office

DeploymentDeployment

Brazil Post Office chose the 9400 with wireless LAN and 2D imageBrazil Post Office chose the 9400 with wireless LAN and 2D imager . The 2D r . The 2D 

imager captures both the 1D barcode on the mail and the recipienimager captures both the 1D barcode on the mail and the recipient's t's 

signature. The mobile worker can easily attach/detach the pistolsignature. The mobile worker can easily attach/detach the pistol grip. The grip. The 

9400 also organizes shipments by region and determines the total9400 also organizes shipments by region and determines the total shipments shipments 

that a postman will deliver in real time.that a postman will deliver in real time.

Deployed at over 200 sites, device management is critical to sucDeployed at over 200 sites, device management is critical to success. cess. 

WavelinkWavelink®® device management software allows central administrators to device management software allows central administrators to 

remotely diagnose and reset application and device settings, andremotely diagnose and reset application and device settings, and provide provide 

assisted guidance to end users. assisted guidance to end users. 

The new onThe new on--line tracking system is being phased into a full online tracking system is being phased into a full on--line shipment line shipment 

process to improved accuracy and speed. Eventually, each deliverprocess to improved accuracy and speed. Eventually, each delivery person y person 

will use a portable terminal for complete onwill use a portable terminal for complete on--line door to door trackingline door to door tracking.    .    



WensWens Poultry FarmPoultry Farm

The ChallengeThe Challenge

WensWens field inspectors visit over 30 field inspectors visit over 30 

poultry poultry farms throughout the farms throughout the 

region. They reported general region. They reported general 

farm conditions, recorded farm conditions, recorded 

incorrect practices and unusual incorrect practices and unusual 

conditions in a written report for conditions in a written report for 

WensWens home office. home office. 

This obsolete process was inefficient This obsolete process was inefficient 

and errorand error--prone.prone.



GUIYANG POWER CO.
METER READING APPLICATION



GuizhouGuizhou provinceprovince’’s capital city s capital city 

Guiyang is in southwest China. Guiyang is in southwest China. 

GuiYangGuiYang Power Company is a Power Company is a 

national holding company which national holding company which 

serves 1.2 million households in serves 1.2 million households in 

15 districts and cities in the 15 districts and cities in the 

region.region.

End user: GuiYang Power Company
Application: Meter reading and payment processing 
Solution: 9400 + WLAN/WWAN + RFID

The Challenge
Meter reading and payment were accomplished manually until 2008. Human 
error was compounded by difficulties of remote fee collection in outlying areas.



GuiYangGuiYang

Power Co.Power Co.
Deployment:Deployment:

The company equipped The company equipped CipherLabCipherLab 9400 industrial mobile computers with 9400 industrial mobile computers with 

GSM/GPRS and RFID readers, a portable Bluetooth printer and a GSM/GPRS and RFID readers, a portable Bluetooth printer and a 

credit/debit card slot reader.credit/debit card slot reader.

Field service people now record electricity usage after reading Field service people now record electricity usage after reading an RFID an RFID 

tag in the meter. tag in the meter. 

Data is transmitted to the central office and an alert message wData is transmitted to the central office and an alert message will appear ill appear 

on the 9400 if there is payment due. on the 9400 if there is payment due. 

Fees can be collected and paid on site by cash or credit/debit cFees can be collected and paid on site by cash or credit/debit card and a ard and a 

receipt is printed using the portable printer.receipt is printed using the portable printer.



DoDoHomeDoDoHome

Parking ManagementParking Management
End User: End User: DoDoHomeDoDoHome, Taiwan, Taiwan

Application: Application: Parking managementParking management

Solution: Solution: 9400 batch + camera9400 batch + camera

DoDoHomeDoDoHome is a business unit of is a business unit of 

ChungChung--HsinHsin Electric & Machinery Mfg. Corp., specializing in system Electric & Machinery Mfg. Corp., specializing in system 

integration of automatic parking management. This specialty giveintegration of automatic parking management. This specialty gives the s the 

company the ability to bid on government projects. company the ability to bid on government projects. 

In order to efficiently manage parking space and generate revenuIn order to efficiently manage parking space and generate revenues to es to 

support government operations, support government operations, TaoyuanTaoyuan county government outcounty government out--

sources curb parking management to third parties.sources curb parking management to third parties.



The ChallengeThe Challenge

Previously, the parking meter attendants carried a Previously, the parking meter attendants carried a 

PDA, a digital camera and a Bluetooth printer for PDA, a digital camera and a Bluetooth printer for 

car ticketing.car ticketing.

After they tapped in plate number, car model, curb After they tapped in plate number, car model, curb 

number they printed a parking ticket using a number they printed a parking ticket using a 

portable printer. They attached the ticket to the portable printer. They attached the ticket to the 

carcar’’s windshield wipers, then took a photo for s windshield wipers, then took a photo for 

proof of parking.proof of parking.

Since the photos and the ticketing information were Since the photos and the ticketing information were 

stored in two devices, the person doing data stored in two devices, the person doing data 

consolidation had to synchronize the files, consolidation had to synchronize the files, 

causing time delays and numerous errors. causing time delays and numerous errors. 

DoDoHome
Parking Management



Solutions

� CipherLab 9400
– Serves as PDA plus camera, saving lots of changing time

– IP64 / 2,000 tumbles ensure nonstop operation

� DoDoHome car park application 
– installed in MiniSD, up to 4GB



Licensed plate reorganization 

available on 9600PDA
Application for: 

� Car parking

� Car entrance 
management

� Law enforcement

� Meter reading

040

New photo 

here



Thank you!Thank you!


